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Your comment:This is a follow-up to my earlier comment. I did discuss concerns regarding the
terminology "building block approach." Despite more than two years of attempting to go through official
Congressional channels, it seems that yesterday the Senate saw fit to pass this S. 737 "Building Blocks
of STEM Act." It was their decision to ignore years' worth of efforts to report on important matters
concerning the use of children in connection with finance schemes and agree to pass this. That they
did not demand a roll call vote now implicates every member of the Senate. It is important to
contextualize this in an appropriate manner. Under what terms does the Federal Reserve develop
policy? To whom is it beholden? Communication which actually had the best interests of America's
children at the forefront would not have permitted these sorts of correlations. The Federal Reserve
needs to be communicating important policy guidelines and time lines with members of the Federal
Legislature and they need to reciprocate by not attempting to pass through a hedge using children on
something as important as what is being discussed concerning America's financial future. There was a
seven-year note auctioned yesterday that's due for settlement on Monday; who's banking the next
seven years on America's children in this manner? I consider this preventative if the Federal Reserve
acts appropriately. Let this serve as notice that someone "paid" attention and intends to act.
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